[An evidence-based look at pharmacotherapy for gastroesophageal reflux].
Acid-suppressant drugs predominate in the treatment of gastroesophageal reflux disease. Proton pump inhibitors (PPI) are the first-line choice in both reflux esophagitis and nonerosive reflux disease (NERD). H(2)-blockers play a minor role and should not be used in erosive esophagitis. Other drugs such as mucosa-protective compounds, prokinetics, and antacids do not play a role, either alone oder in combination with acid suppressants. Proton pump inhibitors should also be used in maintenance therapy which is not associated with significant risks. There is a general trend toward on-demand treatment (already established in NERD). In cases refractory to therapy, the choice of drug should be critically analyzed (in case H(2)-blockers are used), and increasing the PPI dose is recommended; persistent symptoms should lead to reevaluation of the diagnosis. Asymptomatic Barrett's esophagus represents no indication for treatment, which in symptomatic patients is carried out in the normal fashion.